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2 of 2 review helpful A Great Summer Read All Year Round By Paul Schmitt I am more likely to read Christian non 
fiction than fiction However I recently found out about this author and this book and I thoroughly enjoyed reading it 
The Last Guardian might be a long read for some readers but it is worth it It would make a great summer read by the 
poolside on the beach or up in the mountains Or curl up next to th In 1975 the life of Cornell graduate student T G 
Shass is forever changed when he finds himself in possession of a mysterious and ancient artifact Unable to remember 
how he acquired it and powerless to rid himself of it T G is soon shaken not only by the object rsquo s presence but by 
a chilling encounter with evil and a jarring journey to another world He was the most unlikely of all prophets His was 
the most critical of all missions Upo From Publishers Weekly In the tradition of Christian thrills and chills writers 
Frank Peretti This Present Darkness and Stephen Lawhead Byzantium first time novelist Johnson offers a gory fantasy 
that is loosely based on the New Testament Book of Revelation 
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